Musical Travels
Sources of Musicians’ Tours and Migrations
in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Century
N
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In modern times, everyone who practices the lifestyle of Western civi
lization leaves rich traces of data behind that allow his or her movements
or travels to be tracked. Before the watershed of the digital revolution
occurred, research into the movements, travels and tours of individuals
relied upon basic methods, oicial as well as unoicial records, most
of them in the form of easily perishable paper records. Despite the rela
tively huge amount of “testimonies”, let’s say, in the 20th century and the
increasing loss of documents the further we go back in time, most of the
types of sources we use for research in the digital era already existed in
the 17th and 18th century albeit sometimes in a diferent format.
Sources for tracing the movements and travels of musicians are as
manifold as the cases themselves. Everyone who undertakes biographic
or prosopographic research on musicians is confronted with sources and
documents that are peculiar to each individual case. Even though there
are recurring kinds of sources, such as records from courtly employment,
it seems hazardous to give a complete list or categorization of sources
as scholars should always be aware that uncommon sources might be
detected along the way. The sources presented here – most from personal
research – are chosen as much for their exemplarity as for their unique
ness. A guiding principle when looking at them is the question of the
perspective they ofer on the traveling and touring done, and their infor
mational value, i.e. the kind of information that can be gained from them.
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Before entering into detail, it should be emphasized that no distinction
has been made here between (a) “traveling” as touring and (b) “travel
ing” as migrating, emigrating and immigrating. The irst may be deined
as moving from place to place, sometimes in a loop, with the return to
the place of departure, possibly with relatively short single trips, frequent
stops and temporary stays. The second one, “traveling” as migrating, is
more like moving from A to B with the goal of setting up a household,
i.e. of making the destination the new center of life. However, one has
to keep in mind that it is not always possible to draw a clearcut line
between touring and migrating. Therefore, migration is used here as a
generic term covering both types of traveling.
This also is not the place to consider the diferent goals and motiva
tions behind these types of movements, trips, and journeys, as important
and interesting as that might be. Tourist activities, to gain some savoir
vivre by getting to know distant towns, artistic monuments and foreign
cultures (motivating factors and educational goals for the upper class
Grand Tour) are only a side efect for musicians who usually belong to
the middle class. Socializing – as important as it may be judging from the
large amount of space that is given to the description of encounters with
family, colleagues, and patrons in many travelers’ reports – was rarely
the goal either. Legal afairs and health issues are among the strictly per
sonal reasons musicians invoke when seeking leave of absence from their
employer. For the most part, however, the true motivations are found in
the profession of the musician itself. Next to seeking musical education
or recruiting other musicians,1 migrating was about seeking employment
in a stable position and about practicing the profession as a traveling
virtuoso. The latter became more and more of an option in the 18th cen
tury. The goal was to make a monetary surplus, i.e. to make money, as
Johann Christian Bach bluntly stated in a letter to his brother Carl Philipp
Emanuel when he asked him to support the traveling Davies family.2 In
many cases, however, given the social and professional dependency of
the musician on a patron, the decision to go on a trip and, even less, the
1
2
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George Frideric Handel’s trips to Italy to recruit singers for his opera com
panies in London are wellknown.
According to Johann Christian Bach’s letter, the Davies’ were “making this
tour in order to earn a little money, and for that reason you would oblige me
very much if you would help her [Miss Davies] to achieve this aim.” See
M
, 1975, p. 154.
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choice of the destination was not within the musician’s power. Trips were
often ordered by the patron,3 or musicians traveled with their patron as
part of the latter’s entourage whether it was on a military expedition or a
stay at a health spa.4
Research into the topic is often the art of connecting dots, dots that
are geographically and chronologically often quite far apart. First and
foremost it is in our interest to increase the frequency or number of these
dots or, more precisely, the pieces of information that allow us to locate a
person in a place. An oftenoverlooked aspect, however, regards the kind
of “dots”, their nature and quality: in other words, we have to ask what
kind of information we can obtain, as the sources vary greatly in their
“informational value”. It might be useful, therefore, to start with a rough
distinction between – what can be called – “records of presence” and
“records of movement”. In the irst case, the record serves as evidence
of someone being somewhere, in the second case for them getting there.
Among the variety of sources to be dealt with, there are recurring
types that allow them to be grouped and organized into certain categories.
The following remarks discuss some of these categories. It is tempting
to place the criteria of presence vs. motion in relation to the factual types
and classes of sources. Both ordering principles, however, will never
match totally, even though, by the very nature of the source types, one
category may contain predominantly information on presence while an
other may present more data on motion. This does not preclude that indi
vidual sources may not follow this pattern and the ratio between informa
3

4

See the case of the concert master Franz Joseph Pirker sent to Italy by the
duke of Whrttemberg (M
, 1973) and Berthold Over’s contribution
to the present volume, pp. 91133.
Claudio Monteverdi accompanied Duke Vincenzo Gonzaga on an expedi
tion to Hungary in 1595 and to the Flemish city of Spa in 1599 (F
,
1985, pp. 44f. and 47f.). Johann Sebastian Bach, too, traveled with his pa
tron, Prince Leopold of Ccthen, to the health spa of Carlsbad in 1718 and
1720 (W
, 2000, pp. 210f.). While the knowledge of Monteverdi’s and
Bach’s trips are based on archival documents (in the case of Bach also on
the Necrolog written by his son Carl Philipp Emanuel), travels to health
spas may be documented in a special type of source, the Kurlisten, hand
written or printed listings of visitors to the spas that may also contain names
of musicians. Some Kurlisten are accessible online (see http://www.porta
fontium.eu/contents/kurliste/?language=de); I would like to thank Berthold
Over for drawing my attention to this phenomenon.
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tion on presence or motion may be diferent. In this sense, the distinction
between records of presence and records of motion is meant as a irst
guiding principle for our investigation and as a way of looking at the
sources for musicians’ migration.
Along the same lines it is necessary to ask some questions that are
part of the critical assessment of the source (or of any source). These
may be summarized with criteria such as precision, liability, objectiv
ity, intentionality, function, and perspective. Needless to say that we are
dealing, in most cases, with written text documents; sometimes a musical
composition may be signed, dated, and “geotagged”, and there may be
iconographic sources as well, but I will not consider them here.

Records of presence
“Records of presence” may be deined as sources that show or imply
the presence of someone in a certain place without reference to the act
of traveling. It is just a point in time or a timespan, but does not give
a precise date of arrival or departure. A record of this kind can be as
simple as a name on a list, in a libretto or in a score. A single signature
on a payment record can act as a witness. Such is the case with the violi
nist Jean Baptiste Farinel (1655c. 1725) signing a receipt on behalf of
Marc’Antonio Ziani (c. 16531715) for the latter’s participation in three
serenades for the duke of Hanover in Venice in 1686. This testiies to
Farinel’s presence in the city 28 years before he permanently settled in
Venice.5
In contrast to the single item, there are “bulk” sources that ofer a lot
of names of musicians at one time. Listings of this kind may be docu
ments showing musicians who were hired for a particular performance;
very often there are administrative documents from the institution the
5
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The record is preserved in a stack of material related to the duke of Ha
nover’s visits to Venice in 1685 and 1686; DHs, Cal. Br. 22 No. 1077, f.
256: “Jay recu de Monsieur Korfei six sequins pour les trois serenade que
le Signeur Marc Antoine Ziani a servi pour le Sigre Gianetini par ordre de
Son altesse Serenissime fait a Venise le trentiesme juillet mil six cent quatre
vint et six / Jean Baptiste Farinelli.” On the serenades see D
, 1998, p.
186. Farinel was violinist and concertmaster in the service of the duke from
1680 on. He moved to Venice in 1714; see T
, 2003, p. 46.
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musician belongs to,6 courtly account books, the payroll, or an evaluation
of the chapel members by the Kapellmeister.
A common type of document in 18thcentury Central Europe is found
in the Hof- und Adresskalender, printed booklets that mirror the com
plete structure of the administration and the personnel of a court or sover
eignty. As an example, we may look at lists found in the Chur-Cölnischer
Capellen- und Hof-Calender for the year 1718,7 that is the Hofkalender
for the court of the archbishop and elector of Cologne, who normally re
sided in Bonn. Here, among kitchen aids and grooms, we also ind three
groups of musicians or organizational units within the musical establish
ment of the court, the Hof-Musicanten, the trumpeters and kettledrum
player, and the oboe players, often called the Oboistenbande, altogether
totaling not less than 40 people.
It would be naïve to assume that all of them came from Cologne or
Bonn; a large portion of the musicians probably came from elsewhere.
There are plenty of musicians with nonGerman, mostly French, Flem
ish, or Italian sounding names. Already this simple fact points towards
some kind of migration, as some movement to the place of employment
must have occurred.
If we place several years of Hof-Calender issues next to one another
– here for the years 1717 to 1719 –,8 changes or luctuations that hint at
migration also become apparent (see table 1).9
When we consider the group of oboe players, we note that Phrfhscht
(Purfhrst) listed in 1717 is not listed again in 1718 and 1719, but the name
of Jamet appears instead. One of the other player’s names is Biarelle, a
name that does not seem to be German, but rather French or Walloon.
If we stay with the source type of the Hofkalender, the same name,
Biarelle, shows up in a similar document albeit from a diferent geo
graphic area, the Hofkalender of Salzburg for the year 1735.10 There, a
certain Johann Franz Biarelle is mentioned as “Zwerchlautenist,” i.e. a
transverse lute player. Could this be the same Biarelle from Bonn, who
has moved south? The switch from oboe to lute – one treated as a se
condary instrument to the other – would not be unusual, as we know from
6
7
8
9
10

See for example K
, 19671969.
Court Calendar Bonn, 1718.
Court Calendar Bonn, 17171719.
Other reasons for luctuation include retirement or death.
S
ü , 1735.
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the case of Johann Joachim Quantz who was hired as an oboe player in
Dresden, but became one of the most famous lute virtuosos of his time.
While the Hofkalender give us a basic framework for migration,
other types of data may integrate the information. Braubach, who lists
the court musicians of the last four electors of Cologne, gives 1700 as
Biarelle’s entry date and 1724 as the last time Biarelle was documented
in Bonn.11 Curiously, there is also a Giovanni Francesco Biarelle listed in
Kirsch’s Lexikon Würzburger Hofmusiker, who was present in Whrzburg
from May to October 1724, when he was dismissed due to the death of
his patron.12 While the employment of Giovanni Francesco (or Johann
Franz) its the date of Biarelle’s departure from Bonn, the Whrzburg Bia
relle shares the names with the Salzburg one. If it is the same person
in all three cases, Biarelle may have moved from Bonn to Whrzburg
and later to Salzburg. According to Hintermaier’s study of the Salzburg
Hofkapelle Johann Franz Biarelle entered the service of the Archbishop
of Salzburg in 1731.13
It is unlikely that Biarelle was Italian, as Kirsch reports, even though
he was listed as an Italian in the Whrzburg documents.14 Maybe Biarelle
used the Italian form of his name as a fashionable variant. It is also possi
ble that the label “Italian” was used as a synonym for “foreigner”. There
are two more artists named Biarelle, the painter Johann Adolph Biarelle
(i1750), active in Bonn and Ansbach, and his brother, the sculptor Paul
Amadé Biarelle (17041751).15 The latter was born in Namur in the Wal
loon Region (today’s Belgium), and this may well be the area where our
musician is from. He could even be a relative of the two artists, who hap
pened to work at some point in the same area, the court of the archbishop
of Cologne. The Salzburg sources call Franz Anton “Leodicensis”, i.e.
from the Liège area,16 not far from Namur.
11
12
13

14
15
16
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B
, 1967, p. 33.
K
, 2002, p. 60; see also Bayerisches Musiker-Lexikon Online, ed. by
J
F
, http://bmlo.de/b2508.
H
, 1972, p. 17; based on court records Biarelle died on 30 Oktober
1743. In 1731 he had married Maria Josepha Theresia Boussier, the daughter of
the Innsbruck court musician Franz Anton Boussier. I would like to thank Dr.
Eva Neumayer for providing me with information from Hintermaier’s study.
I would like to thank RashidSascha Pegah for this information.
B , 1983, p. 71; B
, 1995, p. 457.
H
, loc. cit.
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A Hofkalender is a very basic type of source, which contains informa
tion that varies in its amount and quality. The problem with the Hofkalender in particular is its limited precision and the occasional incon
sistency of its data.17 It is like a snapshot, but it is hard to say when
the snapshot was taken and who was responsible; in addition, there
is no guarantee of its completeness. It is an interesting phenomenon
to ind similar listings of musical establishments comparable to the
Hofkalender that appeared after the middle of the 18th century. These
are the Hofmusik listings in musical periodicals such as Friedrich Wil
helm Marpurg’s Historisch-kritische Beyträge zur Aufnahme der Musik
or Johann Adam Hiller’s Wöchentliche Nachrichten und Anmerkungen
die Musik betrefend.18 The publication of the listings in periodicals
hint at the changing perceptions of Hofmusik as a performing body and
at a heightened awareness of the individual musician as a performing
artist.
One other type of source that provides a “record of presence” de
serves attention, i.e. printed opera librettos that often give the names
of the singers. It is a common practice followed by music historians to
use the information from the librettos for tracing the chronological and
geographical trajectory of a singer’s career, but there are some caveats.
The practice of printing the names of the performers in the libretto was
not consistently followed. Librettos often lack exact information about
the date of the performance; in many cases only generic terms are used
to indicate the season (autumn, spring, summer, carnival, fair, etc.),
while the only exact albeit optional date to be found, the date of the
dedication, needs to be taken with a grain of salt as well. As librettos
were printed some time ahead of the performance, we cannot even say
with certainty whether the singer was actually in town, or whether he
or she was replaced by someone else, not to mention when he or she
arrived, left, or moved to another place.19
17

18
19

Some issues of Hofkalender give more information than others (e.g. Salz
burg 1768). The Chur-Cöllnischer Hof-Calender does not give irst names
for most of the musicians; the “Sing“ and “ConcertMeister” are not al
ways listed.
See M
, 17541762, 1778; H
, 17661770; F
, 17821784;
C
, 17831787.
In some cases, printed librettos bear handwritten marks that testify to the
replacement of a singer with another one. See for instance the printed li
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Collecting information from all of the sources mentioned so far can
already provide a large amount of prosopographic data, which either by
itself or in combination with similar sources, reveals basic information
on the movements, and migration of musicians.

Records of movement
The latter kind of information, data about the actual movement of musi
cians such as arrival, departure, and route (start date, end date, path, des
tination) – which I have labeled “records of movement” –, are gained pri
marily from other types of sources, ranging from administrative records to
news and memoires. Sorted in some way by their degree of formalization
and oiciality, the following grouping is possible: a. oicial administra
tive documents, b. printed newsletters, handwritten newssheets, avvisi, dis
patches from ambassadors and agents, chronicles and diaries (by someone
other than the traveler), and c. personal documents such as letters (like per
sonal letters of the traveler), including letters of introduction or recommen
dation, i.e. letters in support of the traveler written by someone else, and
diaries, travel accounts or itineraries, and (auto)biographical accounts.
It is not a problem that is peculiar to these kinds of documents, but the
cases to be considered are particularly apt to illustrate inherent problems.
These are the problems of precision and reliability, as well as scope and
intentionality, which are all connected to the question of the perspective
and role of the writer. The second group of sources, i.e. all kinds of news
media available for the distribution and dissemination of information in
Early Modern Europe, illustrates this point quite well.
In the 17th and 18th centuries – and not so diferent from today –, the
decision of a news agent to mention a musician in a news record depends
on its newsworthiness: is it interesting enough to appeal to the reader, i.e.
is the case itself extraordinary and curious enough or is the person to be
reported on important, interesting or famous? Whether the information
inds its way into the newssheet depends on the writer’s judgment as well
as on his reader’s interests. One factor that determines newsworthiness is
surely the social rank of the traveler.
bretto to Giannina e Bernardone, Novara 1784 (printed at Milan), copy
at USCHH, (298livi); the singer’s name for the female title role, Barbara
Sassi, has been crossed out and replaced with Clementina Clossé.
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In the avvisi – the kind of newssheet (bulletin) scholars of Italian mu
sic are familiar with – information on highranking travelers abounds as
in the issue of a Venetian newssheet from 1700 quoted below. It records
the departure of the Prince of Hesse and the arrival of two Polish noble
men of the Sobieski family. It is not only the destination or route (Milan
via Padua; Rome) that is revealed, but even the place of sojourn in the
town (the Lion Bianco inn) is mentioned:
“Yesterday morning the Prince of Hesse mentioned earlier left for
Padua, and it is said he wanted to go to Milan thinking that he would
enjoy the carnival there [...].
Some grandees from Poland have arrived who took lodgings with
the nobleman Delino at S. Apollinare, and some say that it is Prince
Lubomirski; but several people think that it is Prince Alexander So
bieski, son of the late King John of Poland, on his way to Rome to
visit the queen his mother.

Finally the two Princes and brothers Sobieski arrived and took lodg
ings in the Lion bianco (White Lion) hotel.”20

Ordinary people (and musicians are just ordinary people) are much less
represented in the newssheets. The following note about singers at the
Venetian opera houses is rather the exception than the rule:
“As reported, the singer Margarita Salicola left for Bologna on Mon
day; now they say she will not go to Genoa, but will return to Ven
ice, which is already stipulated in her contract with the theater at S.
Giovanni Grisostomo. Mr Girolamo, nicknamed ‘Il Napolitano’, will
however leave for Vienna in the service of the Emperor; Mr Gioseppe
20

“Hieri mattina lo scritto Principe d’Hassia hà preso le poste per Padova e
dicono vaddi à Milano con opinione vogli colà godere il Carnovale, […].
Sono qui capitati alcuni Grandi di Polonia loggiati in Casa del nobile Del
ino à S. Apollinare, et dicono sia il Principe di Lubomirschj; ma diversi
sono d’opinione che sia il Principe Alessandro Sobieski iglio del ff Rè
Gioanni di Polonia, e che vaddi à Roma à trovare la Regina sua Madre.

Finalmente sono arrivati li due Principi fratelli Sobieski; et alloggiati al
Lion bianco.“ Mercurio 1700, IVnm, It.VI477 (= 12121), entry of 16
January 1700 (1699 more veneto).
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also left for Parma, being a singer of his Highness; and with him went
Mrs Maddalena, known as ‘La Francesina di Rio Marin’; she is said
to be evangelized and planning to enter the monastery, but no one be
lieves it; various [people], the Chevalier Peruzzino, a famous painter
of Rome, and other foreigners accompanied her to Padua, where they
made the waters of the Brenta river, drained by drought, rise with the
tears shed over the separation.”21

The singers are leaving town following the end of the operatic season;
one of them is accompanied by her fans who shed so many tears that they
make the dried out Brenta river rise. Despite the quizzical tone there is
quite a bit of information in this note. Some of the singers are mentioned
by their nicknames, which testiies to a certain reputation. As a record
of the performers of Venetian opera at that time, the note is irst of all a
record of presence in that city but it also helps to narrow down the date of
departure. For almost all of the musicians the destination is named which
is always in conjunction with professional employment – e.g. the service
of the emperor – and the engagement.
Handwritten newssheets that serve a rather limited clientele and the
closely related printed newsletters, which have wider readership, both
share an important characteristic as they appear on a regular basis and
at ixed intervals and more or less on precise dates (a certain day of the
week). Printed newsletters, with their wider range of distribution, rather
than reporting the presence of the musician, serve the purpose of adver
tising. It is in this context that more detailed information on a musician’s
travel is communicated.22
21

22
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“È partita, come si disse, per Bologna lunedì la Signora Margarita Saligola
Cantatrice, non per incaminarsi à Genova, mà per ritornare à Venetia, già
pattuita per l’Anno venturo per il Teatro di S. Giovanni Grisostomo. Par
tirà bensì per Vienna al servitio dell’Imperatore il Signor Girolamo detto il
Napolitano, si come è partito per Parma il Signor Gioseppe del Resto Mu
sico di quell’Altezza, e seco è partita ancora la Signora Maddalena, detta la
francesina di Rio Marino, dicesi convertita per monacarsi colà, mà non si
crede; è stata accompagnata sino à Padova da diversi [? indecipherable] dal
Cavaliere Peruzzino celebre Pittore Romano, e da altri Signori forastieri,
che nella separatione con le lacrime loro hanno cresciuto l’acque per la
siccità scemate della Brenta.” Mercurio 1682, IVnm, It.VI459 (= 12103),
entry of 21 February 1682.
See for example the case of the singer [Giovanni Battista] Palmerini (one
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While the newssheets help to narrow down the range of dates for the
arrival or departure of a person, there are other documents that provide
more exact information thanks to the diferent scope they have.
One of the most fascinating sources (in my opinion) are the records
of the Venetian health department (Magistrato alla Sanità) found and de
scribed by Paolo Rigoli. The Venetian health department held a quaran
tine oice, the lazaretto, in Verona, an important gateway for trips from
Germany to Italy.23 To some extent, these records may be comparable
to the registration slips one has to ill out today upon arriving at a hotel.
Travelers from the north were required to stay at the lazaretto up to a
full month after entering the Venetian territory in order to assure they
did not carry any contagious diseases.24 Among the musicians mentioned
in the documents are Georg Mufat, Johann Adolf Hasse, Faustina Bor
doni, and Johann Georg Pisendel. The latter, described in the document
as “chamber musician of His Majesty the King of Poland who came from
Dresden” (Musico di Camera di S.M. il Rè di Polonia, venuto da Dres
da), entered the territory (at Ossenigo) together with other travelers on
March 16 1716.25 He was placed into quarantine in Verona while he was
on his way to Venice to join the Saxon Prince Friedrich August who had
already arrived on February 9.26 The note about Pisendel’s stop in Verona
may seem insigniicant – just a glimpse of the traveling conditions in
Early Modern Europe – since Pisendel’s trip to Venice is well known
through other sources: One of these is his biographical account already
published in the 18th century by Hiller,27 who states that Pisendel’s stay in
Venice lasted nine months beginning in late April. Diana Blichmanns’s

23
24

25
26
27

of Handel’s singers), stopping in Frankfurt on a trip from London in July
1730; I
, 1876, p. 25.
R
, 1996, pp. 139150.
A diferent treatment was probably reserved for highranking travel
ers, who stayed on the San Lazaro island in the Venetian lagoon; see I
Vnm, It.VI464 (=12108), f. 106v, avviso of January 4, 1687: “Il Prencipe
d’Hannover si trova nell’Isoletta di San Lazaro con suo seguito a far una
breve contumacia.”
R
, 1996, p. 146.
B
, 2010, p. 1.
H
, 17661770: Sechs und dreypigstes Sthck. Leipzig den 3ten März.
1767, pp. 277281, Sieben und dreypigstes Sthck. Leipzig den 10ten März.
1767, pp. 285292. The information is on p. 281; also H
, 1784, p. 188.
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assertion (based on Venetian avvisi) that Pisendel arrived in Venice on
April 20 together with the delegation from Dresden, however, needs cor
rection, since according to the data from Verona, Pisendel did not leave
until April 25! He was accompanied by the oboe player Johann Christian
Richter from Dresden who is mentioned in Hiller’s account as well – and
the trumpet player Johann Greber whose destination may also have been
Venice. He was in the service of the governor of Tyrol, Count Charles III
Philip of Neuburg,28 who was also the patron of Faustina Bordoni who
gave her Venetian debut later that year.
Records like the one from the Venetian health oice are either not
very common, or there are more documents of this particular type but we
have not paid enough attention to them. These documents are among the
most objective records one could imagine. Unless personal negligence
on the side of the oicial at the gateway station is involved, the informa
tion must be correct, as the records are taken by someone with no per
sonal interests in the traveler who is entering the territory.
Still left for consideration is the huge group of personal documents.
The importance of personal letters for the reconstruction of trips and
tours is well known, if we just think of Wolfgang Amadé Mozart and
his family. We are not always in the comfortable position of having so
many letters as in the case of Mozart, but there are letters by many musi
cians even from periods prior to Mozart, some of them in considerable
quantity. One may think in particular of the letters exchanged between
Johann Adolf Hasse and Giammaria Ortes,29 or the rich holdings of the
Museo internazionale e biblioteca della musica in Bologna preserving
the collection of Padre Martini or letters addressed to Giacomo Antonio
Perti among others.30 Letters do not necessarily talk about travels but if
they do, they are often particularly instructive about the circumstances of
traveling. It depends on the eagerness of the traveling writer as a chroni
cler of him or herself whether they inform about precise dates or whether
28
29

30
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He was governor of Tyrol from 1712 to 1716, when he became Elector
Palatine, succeeding his brother Johann Wilhelm.
The signiicance of those letters as testimonies of Hasse’s travels is em
phasized in D
, 1997, pp. 9398. The letters are published by Livia
Pancino (P
, 1998).
According to the catalog of the Martini letters by Anne Schnoebelen
(S
, 1979), information on traveling seems limited, but the let
ters addressed to Perti are rich in information.
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they serve more as records of presence rather than motion that need to be
organized in order to reconstruct the traveling route.
A group of letters that deserves special attention are letters of intro
duction or recommendation, which travelers requested from friends, col
leagues and patrons to ease access to relevant people and circles at their
destinations. I already mentioned one of those letters briely at the begin
ning, Johann Christian Bach’s letter for the Davies family, preserved as
a whole set of letters of this kind.31 These letters are important as they
highlight what kind of social network was needed to plan and carry out a
Grand Tour and possibly any, even a shorter trip, to a new place. As these
letters had to be requested well ahead of the trip, there is no guarantee
that they were actually used, i.e. that the musician really traveled to the
place where the addressee of the letter lived.
Along with these letters, early biographies and autobiographical ac
counts place themselves in close connection to the category of the letters.
Here, the case of Marietta Barbieri deserves attention as the records of
her personal and artistic life represent one of the most fascinating docu
ments of the late 17th century.32 Marietta Barbieri was not a diva, but one
of the mostly nameless secondary ranked singers of the time. Raised as
an orphan on the Venetian mainland, she received musical training and
made a modest career as an opera singer and composer (even though no
composition of hers has ever been identiied).
In Claudio Sartori’s catalog of Italian opera librettos, the name of
Maria (Marietta) Barbieri shows up only once: as a singer and composer
in the oratorio L’alloro trionfato, an oratorio sponsered by the Acca
demia degli Unanimi in 1672 in Bologna.33 A much richer picture be
comes visible thanks to a unique source, the Serie virtuose, the biography
written by her husband, Faustino Barbieri, published in Venice in 1692.
A second, enlarged edition appeared in 1694.34 The biography is written
in verse, with more passion than skill. One of the copies preserves hand
written additions probably for a third edition most likely by Faustino
Barbieri himself.
Like her husband, Marietta was probably from the Brescia area,
where she may have had her debut as a singer. At some point in their life
31
32
33
34

See M
, 1975, and T
Fü
See D
, 2002, pp. 181208.
S
, 19901994, vol. 1, no. 928.
B
, 1692.

, 2003, pp. 349369.
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the Barbieri moved to Venice. This is migration in the stricter sense as
they moved the center of their life permanently to another location. In
addition, the synopsis of her career as it is described in her biography
shows that they made several trips through the peninsula, some to major
centers such as Bologna and Naples, but also to many minor places such
as Portomaggiore and Forlì.
In addition to the documentation of the professional trips of the Bar
bieris (who seemed to always travel as a couple, by the way), the Serie
virtuose is also a document of the receptivity of people of their social
class and background in the face of the arts and attractions they found at
their destination.
On the other hand, they also reveal the problems of this kind of a
source: the lack of precision, the possible mixup of dates and places, as
memories may be blurred, and the loss of information.
This brings us to the issue of intentionality and perspective raised ear
lier. The sources of this last group have their origin with the musician or
someone in his or her immediate surroundings. We hold these documents
in high esteem for their closeness to the person we are interested in, and
they provide, without a doubt, valuable irst hand information. On the other
hand, together with the factors just mentioned, i.e. the risk of inaccurate
information, there is also the risk of intentionally altered information since
the writers may have a personal interest in presenting a particular picture
of themselves or the situation they are describing. Thus, a simple date in
an administrative record may be much more reliable as the writer has no
personal interest in changing it. This quality of being unintentional, having
no personal interest in the face of the facts, belongs also to eyewitness ac
counts, such as diaries35 or chronicles. Needless to say: asking about the
precision, reliability, objectivity, intention, function, and perspective of
the sources is a fundamental step in the critical assessment of any source
(and sources for migration are no exception).

35
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See for example John Evelyn remembering in his diary the performance
of the Italian singer Siface (by Evelyn called Cifacca) at Samuel Pepys’s
house in London (Tower Hill) in 1687 (April 19) – a record of presence for
the singer Giovanni Francesco Grossi (see http://data.open.ac.uk/page/led/
lexp/1408487781292, 15.7.2015).
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Conclusion
If the goal is to investigate the phenomenon of migration on a large scale,
it is legitimate and practical to organize the data in a data base like in the
MUSICI project.36 It is the nature of a database that it operates at a certain
level of abstraction to make the data comparable, but it is also desirable
that it relects the peculiarities of the individual case. Two inal ideas are
left for consideration with regard to the collection and presentation of
data on traveling musicians. For one, one might suggest that it includes
not only a reference to the source (a primary source, of course), but to the
type of source, preferably even the presentation and display of the source
itself in a digital image or transcript. This would be preferable to limiting
the information (or what the compiler of the data ile thinks the informa
tion is) to a reduced token that has to it the template of the database. This
would help decrease the array of potential subjective interpretations. In
substance, this has to be a relational database consisting of two compo
nents, the personnel ile database and the source storage database where
the sources themselves have to be appropriately encoded. The second
suggestion relates to the contents of the data base. As traveling and in
formation about travelers is often inluenced by human relationships and
interests, it should be possible to link the personal data ile to the tagged
items of the source data base in order to relect the “human factor”, the
network of human relationships. The MUSICI database does this (and the
growing MusMig database will do it) – occasionally listing colleagues
and patrons –, but it could be done on a more comprehensive scale. An
intelligent database should be able to represent – possibly visualized in a
topic map or word cloud – the social networks (which are also networks
of information) of personal relationships, friendships (among people of
the same social rank), obligations (between people of diferent rank), or
relationships between colleagues (based on common experience) that are
behind and accompany people’s movements, travels and migration.

36

See http://www.musici.eu, 08.07.2016.
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Table 1: Musicians in Bonn Hofkalender 1717-1719
1717

1718

1719
Le Teneur, erster Singmeister
Brogniez, zweiter Singmeister
Lambert, erster Concertmeister
Donnini, zweiter Concertmeister

Vokalisten
Corbisier
Montée
Degrimon
Fagniani

X

X

Kircher

X

X

Delvincour

X

X

Chastelin

X

X

Ambrosini

X

X

Marquier

X

X

du Croux

X

X

Colbeaut

X

X

le Petit

X

X

Rissack

X

X

le Long

X

X

Rault

X

X

Schwcller

X
Barez

Instrumentisten
Haveck

X

X

Deridder

X

X

Canda

X

X

M. Autgartten

X

X

Le Cerf

X

X

Van der Haque

X

X

Cornillor (Cornillio)

X

X
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Thirreur

X

X

F. Autgartten

X

X

Graeb

X

X

X

Rubini
Sommereis

X

X

Stumpf (2x)

X

X

Meuris (2x)

X

X
Piva
Bar

Trompeter/Pauker
Poll
Lhttgenhausen

X

X

Wastizky

X

X

Cron (Krenn)

X

X

von der Horst

X

X

Comans

X

X

Ball

X

X

X

Fabri

X

X

Flemment

X

X

Klain

X

X

Biarelle

X

X

X

X

Jamet

X

Penzenauer (Pientze
nauer)

Oboisten

Phrfhscht

Reling (Rchling)

Kalkant
Wilhelm Eschwiller

X
Franciscus Philippus Rees
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Printed sources
B

,F
, Serie virtuose delle operationi esercitate in diversi
tempi, e luochi dalla Signora Marietta Barbieri, descritte in quaderni
da Faustino Barbieri suo consorte, Venice 1692 (second edition Ven
ice 1694).
ChurCclnischer Capellen und HofCalender […], Bonn 1718; pre
served in Gcttingen, Niedersächsische Staats und Universitäts
bibliothek, 8 H Rhen 4205:2. Digital copy http://resolver.sub.uni
goettingen.de/purl?PPN678797455.
ChurCcllnischer HofCalender […], Bonn 1717; preserved in Mu
nich, Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Asc. 3552c. Digital copy http://
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